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Smart Integrated Vibration Sensor 

 
Model: CZ9600 

                                                    
Overview: 
 
    CZ9600 smart integrated vibration sensors are the latest research and development products by our company, 

they are the first batch products that fully meet the intelligent functions.The sensors can completely replace the traditional 

industry that use sensor with instruments. These sensors are used for monitoring and protecting the large rotating 

machines when they vibrate, like steam turbine, water turbine, fan, compressor, oxygenator, electric machine, pump, gear 

box and so on. They can make the measurement of the changes because of machine casing vibration, bearing vibration, 

the unbalancing vibration and misalignment of rotor, loose parts, rolling bearing damage, gear damage and some other 

reasons.  

     CZ9600 smart integrated vibration sensors use the high definition dot-matrix LCD screen, the original chips imported 

from U.S. are used as electrical components, greatly improved the power supply voltage range and using of 

high-temperature environment. The sensors have the function of automatic revise errors and recover to zero, are the most 

advanced smart vibration transmitters.  

     CZ9600 smart integrated vibration sensors can convert RMS of vibration velocity or VPP of vibration displacement 

into analog quantity 4-20mA current signal or 0-5VDC voltage signal output, at the same time, they can make the two-wire 

output on-site come true by HART communication(can connect up to 16 sets of sensor at a time). Relying on instrument 

keys, HART475 handheld, and computer software, users can set process variable PV, AO analog output, LRV analog the 

lower limit range, URV analog the upper limit range, LSL sensor the lower limit range, USL sensor the upper limit range, 

Damp damping analog range. Meanwhile, the sensors also have some other features such as data backup and recovery 

to ensure the users more desirable. 

     CZ9600 smart integrated vibration sensors can use backlit LCD display for live show, with stainless steel shell, 

especially suitable for the long-term monitoring in the bad environment. 

  
A. Technical Standards: 
 

▲Frequency response: 4.5HZ-1000HZ (vertical, horizontal) 10HZ --- 1000HZ (universal, vertical or horizontal) 

▲Range: 0-50mm / s smart adjustable (press the button or adjust HART Communicator); 0-500um smart adjustable 

(press the button or adjust HART Communicator) 
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▲Supply Voltage: DC 12 ~ 36V 

▲Output: two-wire 

▲Overload Current: ≤ 50mA (overheating or short circuit protection) 

▲Load resistance: 500 Ohm 

▲HART features: process variables, analog output, lower limit of analog range, upper limit of analog range, lower limit of 

sensor range, upper limit of sensor rang, damping analog range etc. 

▲Operating temperature: -40 ~ 85  (LCD w℃ orking limit temperature 85 )℃  

▲Installation: vertical, horizontal, universal 

▲Weight: 350 grams (stainless steel shell optional) 

▲Dimensions: φ58mm × 90mm (LCD) 

  
B. Optional Project Parameters: 
 

▲Stainless steel shell 

▲Alarm relay output 

▲485 communication protocol 

▲Real-time storage function 

▲Wireless 2.4G ZIGBEE industrial local area network transmission 

▲Unlimited GPRS network transmission 

▲Output voltage DC 0-5V 

  
C.outline dimension drawing of the transmitter: 

 

 
 

 
 
D.Technology Selection: 
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a. Installation Method  

    01 vertical  02 horizontal  03 universal 

b. measuring range  

    01 0—10mm/s  02 0—20mm/s 03 0—30mm/s  the rest may be deduced by analogy 

c. Mounting screw thread  

    01 M10*1.5  02 M10*1  03 M8*0.75  or order 

d. Extension cable  

    01  1 m    02  2m    03  3m  ……. 

e. HART protocol  

    00 No   01 yes 

f. Optional series  

    01 Stainless steel shell 

    02 Alarm relay output (Four wire output) 

    03 485 communication protocol 

    04 Real-time storage function 

    05 Wireless 2.4G ZIGBEE industrial local area network transmission 

    06 Unlimited GPRS network transmission 

    07 Output voltage DC 0-5V 

 

For example: CZ9600-A01-B02-C01-D02-E00-F07 means installation method is vertical, the measuring 
range is 0-20mm/s, the mounting screw thread is M10*1.5, cable length is 2m, no HART protocol, output 
voltage DC 0-5V. 

 


